Reference-Frame-Independent quantum key distribution (RFI-QKD) is known to be robust against slowly varying reference frames. However, other QKD protocols such as BB84 can also provide secrete keys if the speed of the relative motion of the reference frames is slow enough. While there has been a few studies to quantify the speed of the relative motion of the reference frames in RFI-QKD, it is not yet clear if RFI-QKD provides better performance than other QKD protocols under this condition. Here, we analyze and compare the security of RFI-QKD and BB84 protocol in the presence of the relative motion of the reference frames. In order to compare their security in real world implementation, we also consider the QKD protocols with decoy state method. Our analysis shows that RFI-QKD provides more robustness than BB84 protocol against the relative motion of the reference frames.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum key distribution (QKD) promises enhanced communication security based on the laws of quantum physics [1, 2] . Since the first QKD protocol has been introduced in 1984 , there has been a lot of theoretical and experimental effort to improve the security and the practicality of QKD [3, 4] . These days, QKD research is not only limited in laboratories [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] but also in industries [10] .
In general, QKD requires a shared common reference frame between two communicating parties, Alice and Bob. For example, the interferometric stability or the alignment of the polarization axes are required for fiber based QKD using phase encoding and polarization encoding free-space QKD, respectively. However, it can be difficult and costly to maintain the shared reference frame in real world implementation. For instance, it is highly impractical to establish a common polarization axes in earth-to-satellite QKD due to the revolution and rotation of the satellite with respect to the ground station [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] .
A recently proposed reference-frame-independent QKD (RFI-QKD) provides an efficient way to bypass this shared reference frame problem [18] . In RFI-QKD, Alice and Bob share the secrete keys via a decoherence-free basis while check the communication security with other bases. Both free-space [19] and telecom fiber [20, 21] based RFI-QKD have been successfully implemented. It is remarkable that the concept of the reference frame independent can be applied to measurement-deviceindependent QKD [22, 23] .
Unlike to its name, however, the security of the original theory of RFI-QKD is guaranteed when the relative motion of the reference frames is slow comparing to the system repetition rate [18] . If the reference frames of Alice and Bob are deviated with a fixed angle, however, one can easily compensate the deviation and implement an ordinary QKD protocol. Therefore, the effectiveness of RFI-QKD over other QKD protocols becomes clear when there is rapid relative motion of the reference frames during the QKD communication. There has been few studies to quantify the speed of the relative motion of the reference frames in RFI-QKD [24, 25] . Without the performance comparison with other QKD protocols, however, these studies do not show the effectiveness of RFI-QKD over other QKD protocols.
In this paper, we report the security of RFI-QKD and BB84 protocol in the presence of the relative motion of the reference frames of Alice and Bob. In order to compare the performances in real world implementation, we also consider the decoy state method. By comparing the security analyses, we found that RFI-QKD is more robust than BB84 protocol against the relative motion of the reference frames.
II. QKD WITH A FIXED REFERENCE FRAME DEVIATION
In this section, we review the security proof of RFI-QKD and BB84 protocol with a fixed reference frame deviation. A shared reference frame is required for both fiber based QKD with phase and free-space QKD with polarization encoding. It corresponds to the interferometric stability and the polarization axes for fiber based QKD and free-space QKD, respectively. In the following, we will consider free-space QKD with polarization encodarXiv:1701.07587v1 [quant-ph] 26 Jan 2017 ing for simplicity. However, we note that our analysis is also applicable for fiber based QKD with phase encoding.
A. RFI-QKD protocol Figure 1 shows the polarization axes of Alice and Bob with a deviation angle θ. Since Alice and Bob should face each other in order to transmit the optical pulses, their Z-axes, which corresponds to left-and right-circular polarization states, are always well aligned. On the other hand, the relation of their X and Y -axes, which correspond to linear polarization states such as horizontal, vertical, +45
• , and −45
• polarization states, depend on θ. The relations of the polarization axes are
where the subscripts A and B denote Alice and Bob, respectively. In RFI-QKD, Alice and Bob share the secrete keys via Z-axis, as it is unaffected by the polarization axes deviation. In this basis, the quantum bit error rate (QBER) becomes
Here, the subscripts ij where i, j ∈ {X, Y, Z} denote that Alice sends a state in i basis while Bob measures it in j basis. The probability distributions of the measurement outcomes in X and Y -axes are used to estimate the knowledge of an eavesdropper, Eve. Her knowledge can be estimated by a quantity C which is defined as
Note that the quantity C is independent of the deviation angle θ. The knowledge of Eve is bounded by where
and
The secret key rate in the RFI-QKD protocol is given by [18] 
It is notable that Eq. (6) is independent of a fixed deviation rotation θ [18] . The security proof shows that r RF I ≥ 0 for Q ZZ 15.9%. In practice, the effective quantum state that Bob receives from Alice can have errors due to the transmission noise and experimental imperfection. Assuming the noise and the imperfection are polarization independent, we can model the Bob's receiving quantum state ρ B as
where ρ A , 1−p and I are the state prepared by Alice, the strength of noise, and a two dimensional identity matrix, respectively. Note that F A G B can be written as a state dependent form of
where F, G ∈ {X, Y, Z}, and ρ AB = ρ A ⊗ ρ B . Therefore, the QBER Q ZZ and the quantity C become
In this case, r RF I ≥ 0 for Q ZZ 12.6%.
B. BB84 protocol
In this section, we consider the secrete key rate of BB84 with a fixed reference frame deviation. Due to the symmetry, the QBER of X, and Y -axes are the same, and they are given as
If Alice and Bob utilize X and Y axes, the overall QBER Q XY is
Since we know that Z-axis is rotation invariant, one can get lower QBER by using Z-axis instead of Y -axis. In this case, the overall QBER Q XZ is given by
The secrete key rate of BB84 with {X, Y }({X, Z}) bases is given by [3, 4] 
Apparently, Eq. (13) is dependent on the reference frame deviation θ. However, one can easily compensate the deviation if θ is invariant during the QKD communication.
For BB84 protocol, r
XZ (XY ) BB84
≥ 0 for Q ZZ 11% when θ = 0.
III. QKD IN THE PRESENCE OF THE RELATIVE MOTION OF REFERENCE FRAMES
In this section, we study the effect of the relative motion of the reference frames of Alice and Bob during the QKD communication. Let us consider the case when θ varies from −δ to δ as depicted in Fig. 1 . For simplicity, we assume that θ is centered at 0 and equally distributed over θ ∈ [−δ, δ].
The quantities Q XX , Q Y Y , and C are affected by the relative motion of the reference frames. However, Q ZZ is unchanged since Z A = Z B all the time. In order to quantify the effect of the relative motion, we need to calculate the average values of the observed quantities of F A G B , which is given by
With Eq. (14), one can represent the quantity C as a function of Q ZZ and δ,
Therefore, one can estimate the secrete key rate of RFI-QKD in the presence of the relative motion of the reference frames by inserting Eq. (8) and (15) to Eq. (6). The average QBER Q XX and Q Y Y are also presented as a function of Q ZZ and δ, and they become Therefore, the average QBER Q XY and Q XZ become
By inserting Eq. (17) or (18) to Eq. (13), one can estimate the secrete key rate of BB84 either with {X, Y } or {X, Z} bases in the presence of the relative motion of the reference frames.
In Fig. 2 , we compare the lower bounds of the secrete key rates for RFI-QKD and BB84 with {X, Y } and {X, Z} bases with respect to Q ZZ and δ. It clearly shows that RFI-QKD is more robust than BB84 protocol against the channel depolarization as well as the relative motion of the reference frames. In the case of BB84 protocol, one can obtain better results by using {X, Z} bases instead of {X, Y } bases.
IV. RFI-QKD AND BB84 PROTOCOL USING DECOY STATE METHOD
In this section, we apply the security analysis to a real world implementation using weak coherent pulses with decoy state method. In the following, we will consider two decoy states method which is most widely used for real world implementation [26] . According to this method, Alice randomly modulates the intensity of the weak coherent pulses with mean photon numbers per pulse of µ, ν and and 0 where µ > ν. They are usually called signal, decoy and vacuum pulses, respectively.
Assuming that the bases chosen by Alice and Bob are i and j where i, j ∈ {X, Y, Z}, the lower bound of the secrete key rate is given by [26, 27] 
where Y µ , and y L 1 are the gain of signal pulses having QBER Q ij|µ , and the lower bound of the gain of singlephoton pulses, repectively. Here, we assume that the error correction efficiency is unity. The values of Y µ and Q ij|µ can be obtained from the experiment, however, y L 1 should be estimated with the decoy and vacuum pulses. The lower bound of the gain of single-photon pulses is given by [21] 
where Y ν and Y 0 are the gain of decoy pulses and vacuum pulses, respectively. The QBER for signal state Q ij|µ can be calculated by using
where y n , and q n,ij are the gains and QBER of n-photon state, respectively. Here, Y µ and q n,ij are given as
where η, p d , and e ij denote the overall detection efficiency including the channel transmission, the dark count probability, and the erroneous detection probability, respectively. The detection efficiency of n-photon state η n is given by η n = 1 − (1 − η) n where η can be represented in terms of loss, L in dB and Bob's detection efficiency, η B by η = η B 10
The deviation between the reference frames of Alice and Bob contributes the erroneous detections, hence,
, and Q ii are given by Eqs. (8), and (10).
According to the decoy theory, the upper bound of QBER generated by single-photon states of the signal pulses is given by [21] 
The lower bound of QBER occurred due to single-photon states of the signal pulses is given by
.
Here, we assume that the QBER of n-photon states for n ≥ 2 is q n,ij = 1.
A. RFI-QKD protocol using decoy state
In the RFI-QKD scenario, the lower bound of the secrete key rate r RF I becomes [21] 
The upper bound of Eve's information I E is given by
where q U 1,ZZ|µ given by Eq. (24), and
Here, C L 1 is the optimal lower bound of C for singlephoton states. The optimal lower bound C
where
B. BB84 protocol using decoy state For BB84 protocol, the lower bounds of the secret key rate with {X, Z} ({X, Y }) basis is given as [26, 27] 
+µ y
Note that q
is provided at Eq. (24), and Q XZ|µ and Q XY |µ can be calculated with the help of Eqs. (11), (12), (21), (22) , and (23). , respectively. For both cases, the secrete key rate of RFI-QKD is more robust than it of BB84 against the relative motion. Figure 3 shows the lower bounds of the secret key rates of RFI-QKD and BB84 protocols with respect to loss. For simulation, we choose Y 0 = p d = 10 −6 , µ = 0.5, ν = 0.05, and η B = 0.35 that are widely accepted for the earth-to-satellite QKD scenario [16, 17] . Figure 3(a) shows the secrete key rates when there is no intrinsic QBER due to the noise, i.e., p = 1. The solid red, blue and green lines are for RFI-QKD, BB84 with {X, Z} and {X, Y } bases with δ = 0, respectively. The dotted lines are for δ = π 7 . When there is no relative motion between the reference frames of Alice and Bob, i.e., δ = 0, the secrete ket rates for all QKD protocols are comparable. As the range of the relative motion increases, however, the secrete key rate of BB84 with {X, Y } basis rapidly decreases. Figure 3 (b) shows a more realistic case that there is intrinsic QBER due to the noise and the experimental imperfection. Here, we assume the intrinsic QBER of Q ZZ = 3% which corresponds to p = 0.94. The solid, small-dashed and dotted lines are for δ = 0, 12% from the ideal case of p = 1, δ = 0. On the other hand, the maximum loss for BB84 protocol using {X, Z} and {X, Y } bases is reduced by 90% and 100% from the ideal case, respectively.
C. Result and discussion

V. CONCLUSIONS
To summary, we have studied both reference frame independent quantum key distribution (RFI-QKD) and BB84 protocol with the presence of the relative motion between the reference frames of Alice and Bob. We have also considered overall noise model with a depolarizing channel between Alice and Bob. In order to compare the secrete key rates in real world implementation, we also have applied the security analyses to the decoy state methods. We found that RFI-QKD provides more robustness than BB84 protocol in the presence of the relative motion between the reference frames. 
